DISEGNA® DECKING WARRANTY CERTIFICATE
®

This warranty covers any manufacturing DEFECT IN DISEGNA DECKING such as CORROSION,
BREAKAGE, DECAY, CHIPPING OR DEFORMATION, during a period of 15 YEARS, from the date of
purchase to expiration.
The warranty shall be only effective if the installation has been performed according to the instructions in
®
®
the DISEGNA installation manual and used DISEGNA accessories (initial fixation clips, center fixation
clip, screws, joist and flexible skirting board).
If a valid warranty claim is made during years ten (10) through fifteen (15) after the original purchase,
®
recovery will be prorated. DISEGNA may elect to replace the percentage listed below of decking boards
or refunding the percentage listed below of purchase price.

Year of warranty claim

Percentage recovery

10

80%

11

60%

12

40%

13

30%

14

20%

15

10%

Table 1.1.

®

This warranty shall not cover and DISEGNA shall not be responsible for costs and expenses incurred
with respect to the removal of affected decking board, the installation of replacement materials and freight.

LIMITATIONS
This warranty does not cover:


Physical damage, stains or marks (scratches, dents, tears falling objects or movement of heavy
vehicles, etc.) arising from the misuse of the product.



Improper installation and/or failure to abide by the installation guidelines contained within the
technical data.



Decking installation, that has not been installed with all DISEGNA products and accessories,
such as initial fixation clips, center fixation clips, screws and flexible skirting boards. Or
Installations that have not complied the entries of the installation manual provided by the
manufacturer.



DISEGNA technological decking may undergo tonality changes. This variation is characteristic
of the raw material used and can not be considered product defect. Therefore, it will not be cause
of complaint.



Decking installation, which contravene Building Regulations.



Any damage caused by the use, modification or any other treatment, which harms the decking
®
DISEGNA and has not been approved by the manufacturer.



The using of any cleaning product, not recommended by the manufacturer’s maintenance
manual.



Defects, caused by the decking coming into contact with extremely hot bodies (embers,
cigarettes, chips, etc.)



Damages caused by meteorological phenomena, such as flooding, hurricane, earthquake,
lightning, etc.

®

®
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DISEGNA® is a brand of the Condepols® group. A group of companies with over 40 years experience developing and manufacturing
polymer products. Condepols® sell their products in over 60 countries and are focused on developing and manufacturing products with
a high added value while remaining environmentally sustainable..

